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Summary

• 202 published peer-reviewed articles since 2005

• 14 in the pipeline

• 9 articles written in 2021

• Projects in Vietnam and internationally, involving co-authors 

from 5 different nations



Experiences and strategies

Be ‘niche’ / creative in what is researched

Be strategic in choosing industry/industries 

Be selective in choosing journals

Be selective in choosing collaborators

Be transparent (nothing to hide), do not cut corners

Be prepared to fail/be rejected multiple times

Have a pipeline of articles as the journey is long and lonely



My own experience - Strategy 1a

Be ‘niche’ / creative in what you study

It’s not always what you like… but passion counts!

Theme Literature Gaps

QuestionsTheory

Methodology

Contribution?

Limitations?



My own experience - Strategy 1b

Be ‘niche’ / creative in what you study

Analysis Findings Links to

Value?Theory building, 

testing?

Implications?

Previous research?

Theory?

Practical?

Theoretical?

Limitations?

What do you 

propose?



Be strategic in choosing industry/industries

Anything out there which interests you? 

My own experience - Strategy 2

…And would also attract editors? 



Be selective in choosing journals

If the chosen theme is restrictive (too niche?), not many 

journals will publish it…

My own experience - Strategy 3



Be selective in choosing journals

Australian Business Deans Council (ABDC Journal List/Ranking).



Be selective in choosing collaborators

My own experience - Strategy 4

Work ethic,

Urgency,

Reliability,

Integrity



Be transparent (“nothing to hide”), do not cut corners

My own experience - Strategy 5



Be prepared to fail/be rejected multiple times

… I hope you are well at this time. I write on this occasion concerning that above manuscript which you submitted to XYZ on September 7th. At the very outset I want to 

thank you for entrusting us with your work and for your patience.

On receipt and processing, your manuscript was assigned to me for an initial assessment. This is necessary because we receive a very large number of manuscripts for 

consideration and we have to be selective about which ones to enter into review.

I am very sorry to inform you that I will not be progressing your manuscript through the review system on this occasion. My decision on this front is motivated by two primary 

considerations, namely contribution and fit. As you will have seen on our homepage, empirical articles should have well articulated and strong theoretical foundations. Having 

read your manuscript, it is not entirely clear to me where you make a theoretical contribution to x theory. In your literature review sections you provide a short account of 

aspects of x theory, but what the argument is, or where it connects with the empirical work that you offer, is unclear….

While I am certain that the decision on this occasion will come as very disappointing news, I very much hope that the outcome of this specific submission will not discourage 

you from the submission of future manuscripts that may be of relevance to European Management Review.

With very best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Michael

Prof. XYZ

Editor in Chief, XYZ

My own experience - Strategy 6



Keep on writing: Have a pipeline of articles… the 

publication journey is long, harsh, and lonely…

My own experience - Strategy 7



Trends

More competitiveness,

Longer reviewing times,

Fewer reviewers (again: longer waiting time),

More reviewers assessing your work (some journals),

A huge difference in quality of reviews,

Less communication between editors/authors,

Less “mercy”



The writing journey 1



The writing journey 2

How many parts are there in an academic journal?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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12



The writing journey 2

How many parts are there in an academic journal?
Title

Abstract

Introduction

Literature review

Methodology

Results

Discussion

Conclusions

Theoretical implications

Practical implications

Limitations and future research

References

Theoretical implications

Practical implications



Title quiz



COVID-19, aftermath, impacts, and hospitality firms: An international 

perspective 

How hospitality firms located in seven different countries manage 

the aftermaths and impacts of COVID-19: A comparative study 

across countries

Managing the impacts and aftermath of COVID-19: An international 

perspective 

Title quiz choices



Title quiz answer



The end…



Thank you

Please feel free to ask questions


